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Abstract
For many applications. a multidataha.<;e approach constitutes an attractive a1t.emative to a single, integrated data.ba.o;e. In lhis paper we
describe our experiences gained in Ute COUlf:.e of the development of experimental muHidataba.sesystems: OMNIBASE, at the University of Houston
and InlerBase at Purdue University. We concentrate on the problems of
query processing and multidalabase transaction management and discuss
solutions that were developed within both projects. We identify the main
issues related to supporting updAtes spanning across multiple autonomous
database~ and define an extended transaction model suitable for heterogeneous complltinK environments. Then we review the major olllstanding
reseaxch problems and discll!>S the directions of further research in the
area of multidatabase systems.
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Introduction

In many large organizations, Illult.iple soft.ware systems exist (databases, application programs with their dedic<lt.ed files, etc.) that are frequently not compatible wit.h each other. The problem is further aggravated by the heterogeneity
of the hardware and operating systems used by these systems. To protect the
investment..'l made in slIch systems, it is necessary to not only provide uniform
access to all their data and resources, but also to allow them to cooperate
by exchanging data and f:iynchronizing their execution. This emerging need to
provide organization-wide access to data and software resources is creating a
demand to interconnect previously isolated software systems. An end-user in a
heterogeneous computing environment should be able not only to invoke multiple existing software systems and ltardware devices, but also should be able to
coordinate their interactions. These systems may run autonomously on different
computers, may be supported by different operating systems, may be designed
for different purposes, and may use different data formats.
The problem of integrating programs and data from various application systems has been addressed, among others, in [Gat87), [BW86], [HN87] where
several approaches based on a common ttlSk specification language have been
proposed. As an example of a glohal application that needs to access and coordinate interactions of several software and hardware systems, consider the
problem of preparing materials for a meeting in a company [Gat87]. Suppose
that, in order to prepare the matE-rials, data must be extracted from a DB2 datahase residing on a mainfralllf' computer, combined with additional data
stored in a LOTUS file on a personal computer, formatted, and spooled to a
printer to prepare transparencies for the meeting. Furthermore, the mail utility
should be invoked to deliver a memo announcing the meeting, together with the
materials, to each attendee's workstation.
Software systems capahle of automatically executing such applications do not
exist, and many issues introduced by interconnection of existing heterogeneous
application systems have been virtually unexplored. In the InterBase project
we are currently dew-loping a prot.otype of a system that allows specification
and execution of global app!icatiolls in a helf'rogeneous computing environment.
Global applications in IlllerBfl-H' lllay involve not only database systems but
also kllowlfldge bases, pxpert. system'! and other application software running
011 a wide range of mainframe, mini- and micro-computers. DOL, a distributed
operation language [ROE90j, is used ill the system to specify tasks that need to
be executed hy all application and the interactions among them. The DOL is
simple and concise enough to be used directly by end users.
In this paper we will rirst disc.lISS the architecture of multidatabase systems
and then we will COllc(>ut.raJe on I.he problem of providing consistent updates
across multiple datahas!'s.
The paper is orgalli,>;pd as follows. In Section 2 we discuss a possible architecture of a multidat.ahase syst.~m. !lased on a concept of a distributed task
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specification language. We also show how such a language can be used to specify global applications requiring access to multiple and autonomous software
systems. In Section 3, we discuss some major problems related to the management of multidatabase transactions. In Section 4 we propose extensions to the
transaction model which address the specific requirements of the multidatab3.'3e
environment. In Section 5 we review some of the work we are currently carrying
out in the InterBa.~e project at Purdue University.

2

Architecture of a Multidatabase System

In this section, we will discuss possible approaches to the architecture of a
mutlidatahase system using as examples the OMNIBASE and InterBase prot.atypes. OMNTBASF, is an experimental prototype developed at the University
of Houston [Rea88J, while IntcrBase is a prototype system built in the InterBase Laboratory at Purdlte University [ROE90]. InterBa.se is an experiment ill
Interoperable Heterogeneons Computing.

2.1

OMNIBASE Architecture

The main functional components of the multi database system OMNIBASE and
their interactions dnring the evalnat.ion of a global query are illustrated in Figure 1. Initially, the user (applical.ion program) presents a multidatabase query
to the global user illfer!rue, whir.h analyzes it and removes ambiguous refer·
e!lces (if necessary) Ilsing t,he knowledge base. The query is then sent to the
global query parsenmd drromprffll'l·. that decomposes it into a set of subqueries.
Next, a query evall1ation plan is formnlated as a program expressed in a Distributed Operations Langnage (DOL). The use of DOL allows the specification
of complex, multi-site dat.a procl"ssing request;s, that may involve not only multiple databases but also otller software packages. The query evaluation plan
is subsequently execul.Nlllnder !'he control of the Query Evaluation Sllpen,isor
(QES), which dir~r.t.s t.he subquE'fies to their respective local systems. For each
subquery, a Local Access Mallager (LAM) translates the query into the local
database langnage and suhmits it. 1.0 the Local Database Management System
(LDBS). An intermediat,e rf'slIlt, of a local query produced under the control of
a LAM may be then dir('rt.f'd [,0 SOllle other site. LAMs are used to protect local
autonomy of LDBSs participat.ing in a multidatabase system and act as local
agents of the MDBS. Tile resull." of sllbqueries are then combined to produce
the final answer to the global qu('ry.
Because of the lark of cent.ralized cont.rol in the design of LDBSs, different
databases may define clal.a ohj('('t."i that logically belong to the same domain
using different data ['Ylll'S. Fnrtlwrmore, data representation and precision may
vary even for dat.a of the same t.ype. To accommodate the heterogeneity and
possible inconsistency among dal,abases a multi database dictionary service must
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Figure 1: OMNIBASE Architecture
be provided either as 11. part of UH' MDBS or as independent directory server.
Whenever a new LDBS joins th~ MDBS, or a member database is modified in
a way affecting its export schema, the appropriate schema information must be
made availahle to till' MDHS.
OMNIBASE Uf'PS a knowlf'dge base to resolve relation name ambiguity,
DBMS incompatihility and iUfOusisl.f'llcies in participating databases. The
knowledge hast> coutains informat.ion ahout. local databases, relation attributes,
attribute domains and llf'rf'ssary convNsions. For all attributes, information
about their names, aliasf'f;, tYIlI'S, lllf'flSlltement units, corresponding domains
and conversions into ranoJliral form is stored. This information is used whenever implicit or explicit. dat,a conversions are required by a global query. The
domain information in t.he global dictionary includes domain name, canonical type, canonical Hllil,,;. allowed operations, precision and tolerance. Each
attribute in an export schema is as::;igned a domain code and an attribute characteristic code. For example. the domain of an attribute pert.ailling to an entit.y
of type person conl.aim; (l. code indicating whether the domain is an ID, Name,
4

Sex, Age, Address, Phone number, or some other descriptive cllaracteristic. For
domains corresponding t,o measurements, the domain code may indicate length,
area, capacity, mass, t.ime, money, score or quantity.
The system's knowledge hrt!1f' contains the information described above and
a set of rules. The inferencp engine Ilsr;-s the rules stored in the knowledge
base to automatically rpmove rtmhip;lIit.y from a global query and to derive an
efficient query evaluat.ion plan. (kca!1ionally the system may have to consult
the user in order to f'liminate ambiguities from pending requests. I The query
evaluation plan is creat,pd as a program in a Distributed Operation Language.
In the context of mlllr.id<lt.aha.<;(" operar,ions, DOL can be used to express various
query procpSRing rtlgoril,h illS taking inl,o account different cost functions, network
charac\.eristics, load balancing, etc. Thus, in OMNIBASE query evaluation can
be optimized by gPlIr;-ratillg different DOL programs for each query.

2.2

InterBase Architecture

The InterBase prototype implement.ation environment includes various database
systems (SYDASE, INGRF.S, dRrt..<;f' IV), expert. systems (GURU), spreadsheet.~
(LOTUS 12~), et.c [ROE90], running 011 a wide range of hardware (from mainframes to microcomput.f'rs) and Ilsing various operating systems and network
sofiware. The systf'm tiSI'll t.he l.m,k specification language (DOL) to specify localor remot.e executions of 1llf'lllhpt software syst.ems. The DOL allows the user
to specify all actions associated with a distributed application, the sequence of
actions, logical dependencies, dal.a paths, and the maximum allowed degree of
concurrency. The details of communication between the various components of
the system are transpar~nt. to the user. The architecture of the prototype implementation built in the IllterBast'- Laboratory at Purdue is presented in Figure
2. The prototype consists of the following main components:
DOL Program Interpret.er
The DOL Program IJlterpreter reads a DOL program and performs the
adions specified. It is responsible for managing the flow of control spec·
ified by the DOL program, contacting and opening connections to each
service request.ed, sl't.t.illg lip cOlllmunication paths between services, monitoring the St.Rt.US of the individual services, and closing connections when
t.he program is finisl1l'd. It. Riso enforces tn.e semantic rules of the language such rt..'l insuring t,lmt sp.rvices are opened before use, making sure
that dp.pelldl'nt, hRt.ch procl'SSl'S do 1I0t. run concurrently, and checking the
requested colllu'dion mocks against those supported by each service. It
cOllsult.s Ule sprvirp direct.ory t.o det.ermine how to contact the individual
services. <111(1 which contact and data transfer modes they support.
ITh" query cl"conlpn.~it,ion algnrithm lI~M by OMNI8ASE is described in [RC87]. Il is
bll.'loo on idenlifying connecl"d sub-graphs of the query connection graph lhnt an: fully conlain"d ill a singl" dalabas".
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Concurrency
Controller

Not Implemen!ed:

Local Access [l,'lanagers
Local Arrr.~s JUallagers (LAMs) are designed t.o preserve the autonomy of
each Illt"rnht"r software sy!'lt,em [EH88a]. A LAM ads as a proxy user for
t.he soft.wart> sysl.t>1ll it manages, encompas!'ling it in a sort of logical shell.
The only underlying !'loft.ware system interfaces available to the LAM are
t,hose that, were originally designed to be available to the system's users.

Once a software syst,t>m has been provided with a specially designed LAM,
t,he DOL interprf'ter doE'S not, nt>ed to know anything about the underlying Boflwart> sys!,em. This service abstraction is possible because the same
communical.ion protocol is used with all LAMs, regardless of what servic.e
they·re providing, This greatly reduces the complexity of the overall systf'l1l, in that. adding lIew software systems does not require changes in the
other modules of the syst.em.
Service Directory
A softwtlfe system which has heen incorporated into our heterogeneous distributed environment acts as a .~ervice which can be used directly by the
PlId-user dipnt,. The main fUllct,ion of the Service Directory is to provide
localiOll alia di.~fribllti(lll fraf/sparency by locating individual services for
the end-user. To accomplish t.his, t,he Service Directory contains a list of
all services availahle in the system, together with the information needed
to access each of them, This information includes t.he physical channel to
use for communication, the supported communication protocol, the connection protocol to use, and the data transfer methods supported. The
physical channel information could specify a local area network and an ad·
dress, a serial line and a dpvice name, a local program and a path, etc. The
communicat.ion protocol will usually be a function of the physical channel. For example. a service on a local area network might communicate
via TCPfIP.ln order to use a service, we must know how to contact it;
80me servict'i'j a.re always running, some are started automatically by their
host wlH'Jl rf'quf'sted, and some must be started explicitly before they can
be nst'd. Finlllly, since DOL allows data to be transferred in batch mode
or ill pipf' modf'. the Sf'nl;rr Directory needs to know which modes are
supported hy padl servin', lind in what. manner the data exchange should
{,ake plAre.
Concurrency Controller
The wncurrellcy rOlltrollf'f is responsible for managing both the commitment alul sprilllizal.ion of the local subtransactions, One of the objectives
of t.he Int-t"fHMP proj('('[, is 1.0 illvt's{'igal.e the applicability of various concurrency con[.rol arproachps (P.g. such a..<> the pre-specified orders and
simulatr;"(l preparPl1 st.l\t.ps of sub transactions explained ill [ED90][LE90])
in a mull.idat.abase PIlVlrOIl11len{,.
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High-Level tlser Interface
If a global appliration involves only database systems, a multidatabase
language, such <'IS MSQL {LITW89], can be used to specify queries and
updates. We have recently starled a project in which we are developing a
MSQL query interface for end-users. We have successfully implcmentpd a
compiler for a subset of MSQL which translates MSQL queries into DOL
programs. The compiler is tes\.ed and ready to be incorporated into the
InterBase prototype. Work on graphical query and update interfaces to
multidatabase systems is being carried out in the OMNIBASE project.

3

Concurrency Control in Multidatabase Systems

In a database system, several users may read and update information concurrently. UIldesirable sitnat.ions may arise if the operations of various user transactions are improperly interlf!aved. Concurrency control is an activity that coordinates concurrent.ly executed operations so that they interfere with each oUler in
an acceptable fashion. Some of the prototype implementations of multidatabase
systems described in \.he lit.f'tat.ure ['f+83 , 'f+87] aHow only retrieval operations
in a heterogeneous f'IlVirOnlllellt, because updates present serious problems in
areas such a.'1 concurrenr.y r,ont.rol, logging and security. Recently, much attention has been focllsed on providing support for updates spanning across multiple
autonomous database syst.ems A key step in achieving this goal is global concurrency control, whic.h ha.'1 hePIl disrussed in [GL84] [GPZ86] [LS86] [AGMS87]
[Vid87] [BS88.] [EH88.] [Pu88] [ED90] [LE90].
The problem of concurrency control in multidatabase environments is different from that in distributed database systems, and global concurrency control
strategies developed in homogeneous distributed database environments do not
work well in multidatabase environments. Furthermore, most efforts attempting to generalize. the. rl<'lssic.al COll(',nrrency control strategies for multidatabase
systems are only partially successful. For example, many concurrency control
protocols propQ.'lf'd for MOBSs pir,llf'r violate local autonomy or do not maintain
global serializahility (sf'e [DELOR9<'1J).
Designing a. COllC'.urrellCY con~rol strategy for a heterogeneous database environment is more difficult. I.hall in iL'I homogeneous counterpart, primarily because we must <leal 1I0t, only with the data distribution but also with heterogeneity and autonomy of underlying databases. In a tightly-coupled distributed
database system, there is only one concurrency controller to certify and/or produce the schedules. The concurrency controller has access to all information it
needs to produce and/or rertify I,he schedules. In addition, it normally liaS control over a.ll transaet.iolls running in t.he system. In contrast, in a multidatabase
systems we mllst deal with thl' following problems caused hy autonomy of the
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local syst.ems.
• Local concurrency cont.rollers are designed in such a way that they are
t.otally unaware of other LORSs or of the integration process. This type
of autonomy is defined as design autonomy and indicates that each of the
LOBSs is frf'e to use whal,p'vPr algorithms it wishes. When this LOBS is
incorporated into a federat.ion. design autonomy specifies that we cannot
retrofit its algorithms. The only way to remedy this problem is to use a
hierarchical approach to concurrency control [LE90l.
• The Global Concurrency Controller (GCC) needs information regarding
local executions in order to maintain global database consistency. However, the GCC has no direct access to this information, and cannot force
t.he Local Concurrency Controllers (LCCs) to supply it. This type of
aut.onomy is defined as cOllllllunication autonomy, which means that an
LeC is allowed to make ilHlf'pf'ndent decisions as to what information to
provide.
• LeGs make decisions regarding trll.llsadioll commitments based entirely
011 their own considf'rations. Lees do not know or care whether the
commitment of a particular transaction will introduce global database
inconsistency. In addition, a GCC has no control over LeCs at all. For
example, a GCe c.annot force an LeC to restart a local transaction even
if the commitment of '.his local transaction will introduce global database
inconsistency. We call this type of autonomy the execution autonomy; it
says that each of the LeCs is free to commit or restart any transaction
running under its control.

3.1

Hierarchical Concurrency Control

It has been argued that due t.o t.he autonomy of the local database systems,
concurrency control in multidatabase systems should be performed using the
hierarchical approach [GPZS6}. III this approach, the concurrency control responsibility is properly distributed among the GCe and the LCes. However,
due to the lack of a corrf'ctness proof, it is not clear that the general hierarchical approach is correct. As a result. l.he correctness of many algorithms [PuSS],
[AGMS87] [Vid81] based 011 this approach has not been formally proven. As a
matter of fact. it ha!'! been pointed out in [OELOS9a] that in some cases these
algorithm!'! f>ven produce 1I0n-serilllizable schedules.
It is shown in [LE90l that following two conditions are sufficient for the
global schedules to be serializable:

Condition 1 All Lees maintain the serializability of their local schedules and
ensure that all the local transactions and sub transactions are serialized in
their lifetime.

Condition 2 The serialization orders of the subtransactions of all committed
global transactions are compatible.

3.2

Quasi-Serializability

Serializability has been gf'llf'rally l1lied as the correct.ness criterion for the proposed concurrency control strategies. Unfortunately, serializability does not
work well in heterogeneous distributed database environments. In [DEL089a],
we discussed the difficulties of maintaining global serializability in heterogeneous
distributed database environments. In our opinion, these difficulties result from
the fact that serializability was originally introduced for centralized database
environments and therefore is centralized in nature. Global concurrency control in heterogeneous distributed database environments, on the other hand,
is hierarchical in nature due to the autonomy of the element databases. As a
result, some of the proposed algorithms violat.e local autonomy (e.g., Sugihara.'s
distributed cycle detf'ft.ioll algorithm [Sug87]), Rome allow low degree of concurrency (e.g., BreitbarL's site graph t.eRting protocol [BS88a]), and others fail to
maintain globalllPriRlizabilil.y (e.g., [AGMS87], [Pu88], (EH88a] and [LEM88]).
The hierarchifal nal.urf' of glohRI concurrency control in MDBSs makes it
very difficulL to main~ain glohal serializability. On the other hand, it relieves
the global concurrency fOntrollN from eome responsibilities (e.g., the correctness of local histories). This suggests that the correctness criteria for global
concurrency control in HDDBSs should be based primarily on the behavior of
global applications, with proper consideration of the effects oflocal applications
on global applicat.ions.
More details on this work can be found in [DE89] , where we ha.ve defined
quasi serializability (QSR) as a possible correctness criterion for global concurrency control in multi database environments. We define an execution as quasi
serializable if it is l'qnivalent to a qUAAi serial execution in which global transaction8 are exer.uted sequentially and local execntions are all serializable.
Example: Let E;:: {E" E 2 } he an execution of transactions G., G2 , L, and
L 2 , where
E l : Wgl(lJ)I'II(lI)wll(b)r!l~(b)
E2: rg~(c)wl~(d)J'gl(d)wg,(e)I'I~(e)

E is quasi sf'rializahle. It is equivalent to the quasi serial execution E'
{E~,E~}, where
E~ : wgl(lJ)rll(lJ)ltI,,(b)I'g~(b)
E~ : tul,(d)rgl(dh~(c)wg~(e)rl~(e)
A significant differencf' hetwef'll serializable execntions and quasi serializable
executions is that quasi serialization order of global transactions is determined
by their execution order. In othf'r words, if a global transaction G 1 was executed
completely beforf' another global transaction G 2 , then G 1 also precedes G 2 in the
quasi serialization order. Therefore, a specific quasi serialization order of global
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transact.iollS can he gl1ilrant.~{'d at, glohill level by controlling their submission
order. This is obviously very uSf'ful in global concurrency control.

3.3

Dealing with local conflicts

When thNe are 110 direct inter-datahase dependencies, the quasi serializability constitutes a simple and relatively easy to enforce correctness criterion for
concurrent execution of mnJt.idat,ahase transactions. However, when these assumptions are not. satisfif'd, we have to use traditional criteria based on serializability. To assure mult.idatahase consistency in this case, the MDBS must
deal with both direct and indirect conflicts. Direct conflicts involving only sllbtransactions of ll1ulticlatahase transactions can be easily handled by the MDBS
concurrency control mechanism. However, indirect local conflicts involving local
transactions arc f'xtremely difficult to detect. Since the MOBS is not aware of
local transactions and I,hf' indirert. ronflicts t.hey may cause, it cannot determine
if an execution of arhit.cary glolml and local transactions is serializable.
In the early work ill t.his area the above problem was misunderstood and
the exist.cnce ofindirert, conflicts was ignored. Several solutions were proposed
[GPZ85], [LEM88], [EH88aJ that. required conflicting multidatabase transactions
to have the Rame relative serialization order at each of the local databases only
in cases where they have a direct conflict. Du and Elmagarmid [DELOa9a]
have derived scenarios where the above paradigms are shown to violate global
serializability.
When it became clear that indirect conflicts could not be ignored, several
solutions were proposed in l.he literature which utilize information about the
execution order of mull.idatabase transactions to either determine their serial·
ization order or to prevflnt indirect conflicts. However these attempts were only
partially successful due to the following reasons:
I

• OhsE'!rving t,he flxer.ntioll ordE'!r of the multidatabase transactions at each
LDBS is nol. enough t.o <letNminf' their relative serialization order. Even
if a suht.rilllsaction of a glohal l.ransaction G 2 is executed and committed
before tht! suhtrammct.ion of another global transaction G t in some local
database, G 1 may precedf' G 2 in the equivalent serialization order, because
of indirect conflicts caused by the local transactions .
• Indirect conflicts bet,\\'E'!en llmltidatabase subtransactions cannot be prevented by controlling their submission illld execution order. In [D EL089a]
it is shown that global serializahility may be violated even when multidatabase transactions are submitted serially to their corresponding LDBS.
An alternal.ive approach is t,o assume that direct conflicts between mul·
tidatabase trallsacl.iol1s exisL whenever Lhey are possible. Breitbart and Silberchatz proved [BS88b] t.hat ill order to guarantee global consistency, multidatabase transactions must be sf'riillizr.d in the same way in all LOBS, even in
II

the absence of cOllflid,s among thpm. This idea has been used by the Amoco
Distributed Database Systems (ADDS) [BS88b].
Georgakopoulos and Rnsinkiewicz [GR89] proposed an scheme under which
the subtransactions of the global transactions are required to perform special
data. manipulation operations at each LOBS. This ensures that either the sub·
Lransactions of each IIH1It.i<latabase transaction have the same relative serialization order in all participating LDBSs or they are aborted. This method provides
an answer to two complementary questions:
1. How can the MOBS obtain the information about the relative serialization
order of Stl htrallsaetions of glohal transactions at each site, in the presence
of local transactions. whosl' p.xistence and behavior is unknown to the
MOBS, and
2. How can !.Ill' MDBS guarantpe that the serialization orders of subtransactionfl at NLch flit!' are cOllsistent with a global serialization order for
multidat.ahll..c;p. transactions?
We have argued that. it is very difficult to determine the serialization order of
the suhtransadioll.c; wit.hout modifying the local database management systems.
Instead of requiring the local systems to report their serialization orders to the
MOBS, we incorporate addit.ional operations in all sub transactions of global
transactions which r.reate direct conflicts between them at. each LOBS. The
execution order of t.he incorporat,ed operations can be observed by the MOBS.
The LOBS concurrency control mechanism will then guarantee that either the
execution order of the incorporated operations is consistent with the serialization
order of the subtransaction they hplong to or, if not. the conflict will be resolved
by the local concurrency cOlll.rol mechanism. Hence, the LOBSs will prevent
sub transactions from heing execul.ed if the execution order observed by the
MDBSs is to bp inconsist.ent with their local serialization orders.
To achieve thefie object.ivp:'l, WP ll..'iSociate with each subtransaction a timest.amp generated locally al. PRch LDBS that is guaranteed to reflect its serialization order. To distinglliRh t.he timestamps used to specify subtransaction
serialization orders from the I.illll':'ltamps (possibly) used by the LOBS concurrency control mecha.nisms, we caU the first tickets and we use the expression
Take·A- Ticket to refer t,o the process of obtaining such a timestamp. To ensure
that. the ticket value ohtained hy each subtransaction reflects its serialization
order. we store the current. value of the ticket in each LOBS. Hence the value of
a ticket becomes a regular data item and all operations on tickets are subject to
normal databa.c;e constraints. Furthermore, we require the actions to read and
increment the ticket to be part of each subtransaction.
It can he shown that the ticket,., obtained by the subtransactions of multidatabase transactions determine I.heir relative serialization order. If there is
an indirect conflict involving Illllitidatabase transactions which is inconsistent
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with the order ill which l.h~ suhtransactiol1s obtain their tickets, the local execution becom('S lloll-sNializable alld it is not allowed by the LDBS concurrency
control. Therefore, indirect conrIic.ts can be resolved by the local concurrency
control even if the MDRS caunot df'l.ect their existence. The tickets can be used
to maintain the global consistency by validating global transactions using the
Global Serialization Gmp/'. To guarantee global serializability we allow global
transactions to commit only if their relative serialization order is the same in
all participating LDBS.

4

Extending the Transaction Model

Since it has been first, int,roduced, t,he concept of a transaction has become one
of the fundamental <Ihsl.ractions used in the design and anaJysis of information
systems that provide concurrent access to shared information. The basic idea
of transactions is to divide applicat.ion programs into well defined units that
provide semantic.ally correct transitions between consistent states of the information system. The fundamenl,al properties of transactions, as defined by Gray
[GraBl], namely atomicity, isolal.ioll and durability turned out to be very useful
in the modeling of real world applications. In particular, most work on concurrency control, commitment and recovery has been performed using transactions
as a basic unit of work.
However, as the new computing environments encompassing heterogeneous
and autonomous information systems began to emerge, it became increasingly
clear that the limitations of the traditional transaction concept began to outweigh its virtues. In the Illllitidatabase systems transactions must access multiple autonomolls (and frequently heterogeneous) database systems, in order
to accomplish thp-ir objer.t.ives. The main source of difficulty in applying the
traditional transar.t.ioll management techniques to these environments is the requirement of loml autonomy discllssed ahove. Another problem is the potential
fOr long filled t.ran.'lild.ions which 1l1ilkp. many ha.'lic techniques developed in the
context of centralized databas~ (:oil.rict locking, two-phase commitment, etc),
totally iUflpplicahle in thl'sP environments.
There have been severfll at,tf'lllpts to overcome the inadequacy of the traditional transaction concept,s and t.he limitations of serializability as a basic correctness criterioll for the. cOllcnrrent execution of transactions spanning across
multiple and aut.onomous system>. Gray proposed to divide a global transaction into relatively independent suht.ransactions. He proposed to associate with
each subtransaction a compensating trausaction that can "undo" the effects of a
committed subtransactioll if required by the global transaction. This idea was
further extended by Garcia-Molina who developed a notion of sagas [GMSBi]
which reject serializability as a hasi('. correctness criterion. Another idea that has
received attent,ioll as a lllE"lI11S for overcoming the above mentioned difficulties is
the ('oncept of llest,pll t.rallsac\.iolls [Mos8I]. II owever the notion of nested tralls-
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actions as proposed by t\10ss does not addn'_'1S the autonomy of local systems at
all.
In this section we outline an extended transaction model, which we believe,
is much more snitahlf' for computing environments consisting of autonomous
systems. The propospd model allows us to utilize knowledge of the semantics
of the application that is to be modeled by a transaction. The model allows
composition of flexible t.rmmactiolls consisting of mutually dependent subtransactions. The execution of t.hf'_'le subtransactions may depend on the success of
previous subtransactions, and alternative sources of information may be specified. This approach requires redefinition of the notion of successful execution of
transactions, t.heir scheduling and commitment.
Some of t,hf' idNI..'l inrorporatpd in the proposed extended transaction model
have been inl,ro(hlrf'd e!spwlwrf'. For example, the concepts of functional equiva~
lence of subtrallsl'lrt.ions ami rOllili t.ional exerution of subtransactions have been
formalized ill [LER89]. Similarly, (,he idea of using time in the specification of
transaction f'xecnt.ion ran he found in [WQ87] and [LT88]. Here, we review
briefly the main ideas related to extf"nsions of the transaction model for a multidatabase environment..

4.1

Specification of Multidatabase Transactions

Under the traditional model, a mllltidataha.'1e transaction is defined by providing
the set of subtransactiolls composing it and a partial ordering among them. We
propose to extend this definition by specifying execution dependencies among
sub transactions, the acceptable execution states and temporal va.lue of the completion. The main concepts will be explained intuitively below, the more formal
treatment is presented in (RELL90] [LER89].
SubtrRllsaction Set
With every sllbtransl'\rtioll from U!f' set S we associate the following descriptors:
Transaction type:
• C - transactioll is compellsatable (Le. can be undone)
• NC - transaction performs real adiolls
• R - transaction is repeatable (i.e. can be executed in accordance with the
"at least once" semantics)
• NR - transaction is llonrepeatable (i.e. must be executed in accordance
with the "al most. once" semantics)

Commitment dale (f~): Date aner which lhe transaction
implicitly committed (optional)

IS

considered to be

,

2The id,,1l. or vaInI' <1,,11' <:I\n hI' lrll.r.. cl. to I,he ,,~Iy paper by Wiederhold el aI. [WQ87]; it
hlL!l b..en ronn,.Jly ,]plinrrl h,· Litwin [[,TEl8].
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Expirntlon dale (t~) : Date after which the transaction is considered to be implicitly aborted (optioll11.I).
tempornl predicate (tp) : t.his will indicate that a I.ransaction can be executed
only when a particular predicate relat.ed to time is true (e.g. between 9 and 5
GMT).

Execution Dependencies
D . is a set of pre<lica{.ps t.hat define the dependencies among sub transactions
of a (global) transaction. The following types of dependencies can be defined

[LER89]o
• Positive exeelltiou depelld"'l r.'I determines a (partial) ordering of subtransactions. (Value dependency constil.utes a special case of positive dependency.) We say that a subtransaclion T; is positively dependent on subtransaction 1j, ifT; cannot be executed until1j completes successfully.
• Negatille euel/tioll depcndellcy exists between subtransactions T; and Tj
if T; cannot be executed until1j has been scheduled and failed 3.
• Allernatitle dependency is defined by providing equivalence classes for
transactions t.hat. are functionally equivalent. With every class we may
associate a preference orderin,!!; relation defined over all sub transactions in
the c1(1.'IS. Two snhl.ransar.tiolls are functionally equivalent if they accomplish the salllp function in achieving the transaction's objective. If there
are several fllnr.t.ionally equivalent transactions, typically only one of them
will need to be executed.
• Compensating euell/ioll dependency exists betweensubtransactions To and
7j if 1j "undoes" l.he p.ffects of 11 when executed after the successful
completion of T;.

A subtransartion may he in one of four states: {not executed, executing,
executed successfully, t'xf'wted and failed}. A lran.saetion execution state is a
vector of execution statl'S for 11.11 its subtransactions. The transaction execution
state is modified whenever a sc.heduled subtransaction completes (commits or
aborts).
At any poinl. in t.ime '.here f'xisl.s a set ST of schedulable lran.saclioJls. A
sllbt.ransaction T; is .~clll'dlilable ir the cllrrent execution stale of the transaction
satisfip.s all prerequisit.1' dppp.IHlellripH or Ii and temporal constraints ofli.

Jw" ~lI.y ~hQt Il. sllblrlUl""Ld;on r...ils if i!. is "x('<;\,!.l'd but <\n"s not lLChi"ve its objec~ives
(IOgil;al failure) or if il can nol be .sul;cP.5sfully completed beca.use of Il. physiee..l failure.
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Acceptable Execution State
The execution state of a transact,ion is acceptable if the objectives of the t.ransaction have been accomplished. Thp set of all acceptable states of a transaction
constitutes the acceptable .~fate .~ei which is denoted by A. Once a t.ransaction
execution rpadu's an accppl,ahlp sl-at.e, no lIew subtransadions are scheduled.
The extended transactions art> submitted to the scheduler which attempts to
execute them by scheduling subtransactions in accordance with their execution
dependencies. A transaction completes successfully when it reaches an acceptable state; it must be aborted Whf'll its execution state is not acceptable and
there is no schedulable subt.ranfladion.
Completion VRlue of Transaotion
With every trallllaction Wf'. a.<;sociate its (relative) value as a function of time.
The value function, V, rf'flects the fact that the completion of a transaction
may represent a different value (utility) to the user depending on the completion time. Typically, the completioll value of a transaction will decrease with
time.
Examples:
We will illustrate t.he concepts iut.roduced above with some intuitive examples
using banking and travel agent pxamples.

• A deposit( 100, Acct..No) Illay be compensatable. A withdrawal(lOO,
Acd..No) may be 1I0t compensatable, if it is accompanied by a real action.
• A read(fileid, KeY3alue) from an indexed file is repeatable. A read(fileid,
next) from a sequt'ntial file is 1101. repeatable.
• Expiration date: Let rpllervation transaction abort automatically after
24 hours.
• Value date: Let t.he check withdrawal commit automatically on December 2, 1989.
• PO!litive dependency: MakE'! hotel reservation in a destination ci~y, if
you made a fligh~ [I'Sf'rvat.ion.
• Negative depcnclf!llcy: Gpt. reservations on American, if your
to get reservations 011 COllt.iIlP.lltal failed.

attemp~

• COlnpenl'lating trAusAction: Cancel car rental in NYC for December
24th, 1989.
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• Alternative transactions: Rent a room in Chicago on December 11,
1989, at Hilton, Sheraton or Ramada, in this order of preference.
• Execution statp-. acceptable state: Let us consider the following transaction:
make right reservation {American, Delta, UsAir}
rent a CAr {Avis, Nat.ional, Dollar}
make hotel reservation {Hilton, Sheraton}.
and the following execlltion state:

(failed, successful, not executed,
s1\('.cessful, not executed, not executed,
failed, not executed)
In this ca.c;e, the set of schedulable subtransactiolls consists of one transAction: {make hotI'I H'sprvation (Sheraton)} If this subtransaction executes successfully, then the glohal transaction reaches an acceptable state
(please lIot.iep thl\t. this occurs de.c;pite the fact that some of the subtransactions have fl\ilpcl and some were never executed). Otherwise the global
transact.ion fails, Ilinee the set. of schedulable transactions becomes empty.
• Value function: Auy a ticket to Chicago for departure on December
21sl., before dOflin)i1; today (at, a special fare X), or before next Monday (at
a normal fare V), or befon' the departure date (at a "full coach" fare).

4.2

Transaction Processing

With the addition of the time value function the problem of scheduling multidatabase transactions ('an be formulated as an optimization problem.
The objective is 1.0 maximize the total value of committed transactions
within a particular period of timE', while observing the intra- and inter· transaction
dependencies. The intra-lransaction dependencies are specified explicitly in each
(global) I.rammct.ion. Thf' inter-trAnsaction dependencies are determined by the
correctness nil.eria Ilspcl by !.lIP multidatl\hase systems.
For example, if we aSSlllllf' t.hat no dependencies exist between local database
systems involved in a lllulLidatabase transaction, quasi serializability (See Section 3) can be used as an ill~er-trallsaction correctness criterion. In this case,
local executions arp. sf'rializable and there is an order of global transactions.
Another possibilit.y is t.o liS€, l'Il{lIe-nafe safe executions as defined by the value
date paradigm [LT88]. UndE'r t.his proposal a data item can be accessed "safely",
only if the curtl~nt time is greater t.han the VAlue date associaled with this data
item.
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In general, the addition of t.he value fundion for completion may alleviate
some problems with the pure "value date" approach that are shared with other
algorithms based on deadline scheduling.
The notion of ('olllll1itmellt will have to be re-examined in the context of
the extended transact.ion model. We have already mentioned that a transadion
may complete sll('('PSSflllly, eVPll if some of it.s subtransactions failed or were not
executed. We have M!'III1lf'f1 that subtransadions are scheduled in accordance
with their exerutioll depplHlf!nc:iPR. When an acceptable state is reached we may
need to perform the following adiolls:
• All subtransactiollS needed to achieve the objectives of the global transadion are committ.pd.
• All subtransactiolls that are currently executing are aborted, and
• Compensating sllbl.ransactions are scheduled for all those completed subtransactions that. violate the alternative dependencies.
For example, let us consider our travel agent transaction. Let us suppose that
the three airline reservClJioll suht.ransactiollS were scheduled concurrently and
the last two of t.hem have completed successfully. Then, one of the "rent a
car" subtransadiOIlS has heen su('cessful. Let us assume that currently the two
hotel reservation subtrallsadiolls are in progress. As soon as the first completes
successfully, the objective of the global transadion is achieved. The global
transaction can be now committed i'L'i follows: The second hotel subtransadion
in progress, iii aborted, the second airline re.'lervation subtransaction must be
compensated, and the remaining completed subtransactions are committed.
Of course, the commitment process as described above, may not always
be applicable. In such cases, we can take advantage of the mechanisms for
implicit commitment or expiration of subtransadions that are provided in the
model. By choosing thp- appropriate commitment and ex.piration dates for the
subtransaetion, we may implicitly commit or abort extended transactions.

5

Further Work

In this paper we have ad<lrf'ssN] several problems related to the development of
applications involving mnlt,iplf' and autonomous databases.
We df':'lcribe(] t.hf' pos."ihlp ardlit.f'dllIE" of sllch a system, using as examples
ex.perimental protot.ypes we havp developp-d. We have also discussed the problems of development of appli'Cltiomi involving multiple heterogeneou8 hardware
and software systems. The approach basf'd 011 the Distributed Operation Language has proven successful in the integration of data and knowledge bases. We
believe that it will he useful in disl,ributed "nd heterogeneous computing environments where current IIp-lwork services, such as file transfer or remote login
are no longer sufficienl..

lB

The next part. of the paper addressed t.he difficult problems in multidat.abase
transaction management. lhat are caused mainly by t.he heterogeneity and autonomy of local systf'ms particjpat.ing in a federative environment. We t.hen
proposed a new trammrl-ion model Wllich allows specification of complex transactions that are capahlf' of capturing more semantics of the applications. A
given objective can frl"quf'ntly he accomplished ill more than one way. The
most important elements of t.his proposal are:
• Clear recognition of t.he fad t.hat global transactions accessing multiple
autonomolls sy.'it.Ii'IllS cannot 1)1' efficient.ly processed according to the traditional transaction model using sp.rializability as a correctness criterion.
Hence, a glohal t.rilllsaet.ion must be treated as a set of sub transactions
with complex intra-t.ransart.ioll dependencies, whose execution may not
always be completely controlled by a centralized scheduler.
• A transaet.iOll may complet,f' successfully even if some of its subtransact.ions were llPVf'[ PXl"cul,ed or failed. In this case some of the scheduled
suhtransact.ions may lIl"li'd to be aborted and some of the committed subtram3ilr.t.ions lIlay havf' t.o he compensated (if applicable).
• Since the samf' fund.ion can frequently be accomplished in more than one
system, we Ilf'f'd t.o have a lllf'chanism to define the functional equivalence
of subtransactiolls and to specify their alternative scheduling.
• Transaction models proposed so far, either completely ignored the completion time of a transaction (serializability), or treated it as a hard deadline that a trausac(.ion must meet in order to complete successfully (real
time transactions, value datli's). Here, we propose a much more realistic
paradigm under which a transaction's completion value varies as a function
of time. Hence, if a transaction deadline cannot. be guaranteed we may
still want to complete it, recognizing that the utility of such completion
may be lower, hut 1I0t necessarily zero.
Many ideas present.E'd in this paper are only preliminary, and we are currently
working on th~ir dpvE'lopment in Uw InterBa.'le project. The main problems
currently under investip;ation include:
• Developlllp.nf. of all executioll l"nvironment for a multidatabase language
such a.'l MSQL.
• Development of tl lnmsact.ion specification language capable of expressing
the concepts defi]lt'd ill the pxlended transaction model.
• Study of t.hf' extf'lIsions to t.ll(' task sper.ification language DOL, that are
needed in order \.0 support execut.ion of llluJtidatabase t.ransactions.
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• Study of I,hp. approprial,elless (i ,e '. strength and weakness) of quasi serializability as t,he corrE'cl.nes-'i ail,erion in MDBS and the problem of maintaining MDBS consistency using quasi serializable executions.
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